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Abstract 
The Current Employment Statistics (CES) survey, conducted by the U.S. Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, is a large monthly survey of businesses that estimates employment, 
hours, and earnings by industry and geographic area.  Previous research has shown that 
these data can also be used to produce estimates of employment change in expanding and 
contracting businesses, providing current information on business employment dynamics.  
One issue raised in the earlier research was the need to develop a method to align the 
survey estimates with population counts on a periodic basis.  This paper describes issues 
associated with this periodic realignment, and one method developed to accomplish it. 
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1. Background 
 
The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’  (BLS) Current Employment Statistics (CES) survey 
is a monthly business survey that produces timely estimates of em ployment, hours, and 
earnings, by industry, for the nation and for st ates and metropolit an areas. Participating 
businesses provide these data ea ch month for the pay period that includes the 12 th day of 
the month. Preliminary estimates are publishe d about 3 weeks after the reference period, 
with revised esti mates published the f ollowing two m onths. These data ar e am ong the 
first indicators of the health of the U.S. economy.  
 
Another pro gram of the BLS is the Quar terly Census of Em ployment and Wages 
(QCEW). This program  collects informati on based  upon the Unem ployment Insurance 
program, wh ich provi des quarterl y da ta on taxabl e wages, an d with t hat a monthly 
employment report. These data are published quarterly about 7 to 9 m onths after the 
reference period. Am ong the products tabulat ed from these data is the Business 
Employment Dy namics (BED) data.  These data  disaggregate the total quarterly  
employment change into four component parts: em ployment change in expanding 
businesses; employment change in contracting businesses; employment chan ge in units 
that went out of business; and employment change in new ‘birth’ units. 
 
Previous research (Robertson and Roosma  i, 2009) h as shown that the CES data can b e 
used to pro duce tim ely monthly esti mates of emplo yment change in expa nding and  
contracting businesses.  H owever, a  key  issue is how to align these estimates with  
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population values. Our initial thoughts were that we would align these estimates with the 
population values produced by the QCEW-BED program. However, research by  
Spletzer ii and others iii indicated that the over-the-q uarter population changes would not 
align with over-the-m onth estimates – even if  we were to su m the three over-th e-month 
changes in the quarter. 
 

2. Alignment Issues 
 
The CES-BED estimates originate from the equation , 
where the CES published e stimate of monthly net employment growth  is 
written as the sum of the jobs gained from  expanding businesses ( ) minus the jobs lost  
from contracting businesse s ( ), plus a net birth-death  co mponent ( ). Given that  
the CES is a sam ple that annually benchmarks its employment levels to the e mployment 
levels from the QCEW universe of establish ments, a key question is whether the CES-
BED expansions (E t) and contractions (C t) estimates should be bench marked to the 
expansion and contraction statistics fro m the QCEW-BED prog ram. This benchmarking 
might seem appealing since the expansions and contractions statist ics from the QCEW-
BED program are computed from universe data with no sampling error. 
 
In this section, we explain why the CES-BE D estimates of expansions and co ntractions 
should not be benchmarked to the QCEW-BED data. The primary reason is that the CES-
BED esti mates are monthly, whereas the QCEW-B ED data are quarterly , and m onthly 
measures of jobs gained from expansions and jobs lost from contractions are conceptually 
different and non-comparable to quarterly measures of jobs gained from expansions and  
jobs lost from contractions. We also discuss several other issues of comparability that are 
relevant to a discussion of benchmarking the Et and Ct estimates. 
 
2.1 Different Timeframes 
Although thr ee monthly s tatistics on n et em ployment growth  can be added  t ogether to  
create a quarterly measure of net em ployment growth, m onthly statistics on jobs gained  
from expansions and jobs  lost from  co ntractions do not possess this additive property. 
This can easily be seen with an example. Assume a business has 25 employees in March, 
loses two per sons to retirement in Apri l, hires two p ersons in May  to fill the vacancies 
caused by the retirements, and then hires thr ee summer interns in June. The monthly net 
employment growth for this business is  -2 in April, +2 in May , and +3 in June. These  
three monthly net employment growth statistics can be summed to a quarterly  (March to 
June) net emplo yment growth statistic of +3  jobs gained. The monthly jobs gained from 
expansions (Et) for this business would be 0 in April,  +2 in May, and +3 in June, and the 
monthly jobs lost from contractions (Ct) for this business would be -2 in April, 0 in May, 
and 0 in June. The quarterly  m easure of jobs ga ined from  e xpansions (E t) for this 
business would be +3 (looking at the growth from 25 in March t o 28 in June), and the 
quarterly measure of jobs lost from contractions (C t) for this business would be 0 (since  
the business did not lose jobs when com paring March to June). This exam ple illustrates 
that the sum of three monthly expansi ons is not the same as th e quarterly  expansion  
statistic, and the su m of three monthly con tractions is not the quarterly  co ntraction 
statistic. 
 
The su m of three monthly expansio n statis tics mea sures a different concept than a 
quarterly expansion statistic. The sum of three monthly expansion statistics is the number 
of jobs gained by businesses during the quarter, whereas a quarterly expansion statistic is 
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the number of jobs gained by  businesses over the quarter. The l atter concept c ompares 
employment at two points  in tim e that are three months apart, and the resulting statistic 
has a clear interpretation. However, the former concept – the measurement of jobs gained 
during a q uarter – can y ield different results depending u pon whether the underl ying 
measurements are taken daily , weekly , or m onthly. The different results arise from  the 
transitory nature of short-run e mployment change s for any  given business – many 
expansions and contractions are tem porary and reverse the mselves in subseque nt weeks 
and months. In the exam ple above, the  vacancies resulting from  the two retirements in  
April were filled one month later.1 
 
For our purposes, the fact that monthly measures of jobs gained from expansions (Et) and 
monthly m easures of jobs  lost from  contractions ( Ct) can not be summed to create  
quarterly measures demonstrates that it  is not possible to benchmark the m onthly CES-
BED estimates of Et and Ct to the quarterly measures of Et and Ct from the QCEW-BED. 
 
2.2 Other Issues of Comparability 
There are four other issues of co mparability that arise fro m differences in the CES an d 
QCEW that are relevant to a discussion of  benchmarking the CES -BED expansions and 
contractions estimates to the QCEW-BED data. These four issues are minor compared to 
the primary issue discussed above, and the effects of these four issues could be quantified 
by research. 
 
The first co mparability i ssue results from th e fact that the CES survey  sam ples and 
weights establishments at t he Unemployment Insurance (UI) a ccount level, whereas the  
QCEW-BED estimates are prepared at both th e establishment level and the national firm 
level. Data at  the UI account level is  conceptually a measure of the firm  within a state, 
which is more aggregated than data at t he establishment level y et less aggregated than  
data at the level of a national firm . Increasing the level of aggregation will de crease the 
number of jobs gained by  business expansions and will decrease t he number of jobs lost 
by business contractions, since offsetti ng employment shifts at establish ments within a 
multi-establishment firm will contribute to sm aller net changes i n growth and decline. 2  
As an exa mple, consider a  firm with tw o establishments. If one es tablishment increases 
employment by 5 jobs and the other establis hment decreases employment by 3 jobs, the  
establishment-level data will show 5 jobs gained by expansions and 3 j obs lost by 
contractions. The fir m-level data, created by  aggregating em ployment from all 
establishments, will show 2 jobs gained by  expansions and 0 jobs lost by contractions.  
Evidence from the QCEW -BED shows that this level of aggregation substantial ly affects 
the magnitude of the expansion and co ntraction statistics. For the fourth quarter of 2009, 
the seasonally  adj usted establish ment level data fro m the QCEW-BE D shows 
Et=5,322,000 and C t=5,546,000, where as the  se asonally adjusted firm  level data have 
lower magnitudes: Et=4,456,000 and  C t=4,756,000. The CES-BED expan sions and 
contractions statistics created at the UI account level will be smaller in magnitude than 

                                                 
1  For further discussion and empirical quantification regarding this difference in concepts, see 
Joshua C. Pinkston and James R. Spletzer, “Annual measures of gross job gains and gross job 
losses,” Monthly Labor Review, November 2004, pp 3-13, and Akbar Sadeghi, James R. Spletzer, 
and David M. Talan, “Business employment dynamics: annual tabulations,” Monthly Labor 
Review, May 2009, pp 45-56. 
2  This sentence ignores the effect of establishments opening and closing within a multi-
establishment firm, which could either increase or decrease the jobs gained by expansions and the 
jobs lost by contractions as the level of aggregation increases. 
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comparable frequency QCEW-BED establishment-level stati stics but gre ater in  
magnitude than comparable frequency QCEW-BED firm-level statistics. 
 
The second comparability issue results from  the fact that the C ES sam ple is t ypically 
nearly two years old by the time a sample is selected, new reporters are initiated, and the 
data are used in estimation. On the othe r hand, the QCEW-BED d ata are computed from 
the full universe of businesses, including those establishments that are less than two years 
old. Research  using the QCEW-BED d ata show s th at establish ments that are less than 
two years old have much higher rates of Et and Ct than do older age groups.3 
 
The third comparability issue results from what is called the implicit birth imputation. As 
discussed in Robertson and Roosma (2009),i the CES Link-Relative estimate utilizes only 
those respondents who report positi ve em ployment for both  the  current and the prior  
month. Because of this matched sample c oncept, employment for non-respo ndents and 
for business deaths is i mputed at the same rate a s the over the  m onth change for the 
matched rep orting businesses. Robertson and Roos ma c alculate that the i mplicit birth 
imputation induces a small overestimate on the absolute value of the CES-BED  Et and Ct 
estimates. This implicit birth imputation is not present in the QCEW-BED, and statistica l 
models could be developed to remove this component. 
 
The fourth com parability issue is that of scope. The stati stic from the CES survey that  
gets the most attention every  m onth i s th e net emplo yment ch ange for total nonfarm 
payroll. The QCEW-BED estimates are for the private sector. Ignoring the primary issue 
of m onthly versus quarterly  f or the m oment, bench marking the CES-BED Et and C t 
estimates to the QCEW-BED could onl y be done for the private sector, and thus the 
decomposition of CES net em ployment change in to jobs gained by  expansions and jobs  
lost by contractions could not be d one (without complicated modeling) for the  headline 
CES total nonfarm payroll statistic. 
 
2.3 Summary of Alignment Issues 
Monthly measures of jobs gained from expansions (Et) and monthly measures of jobs lost 
from contractions (C t) can not be sum med to create quarterly measures of jobs gained 
from expansions and jo bs lost from  contr actions. As a re sult, the m onthly CES-BED 
estimates of Et and C t can not be benc hmarked to quarterly  measures of E t and C t from 
the QCEW-BED. Given this, we now turn to a discussion of how t o align the CES-BED 
estimates with the CES All Employment estimates. 
 

3. Benchmarking 
 
Each y ear, t he CES prog ram realigns its estimates to new March populati on coun ts 
(benchmarks) from the QCEW program; a process known as bench marking. The All 
Employee estimates  betw een the prior y ear’s March benchm ark and the late st current 
year March p opulation counts are revised using a wedge procedu re. The current year’s 
March benchmark difference (difference in  esti mated e mployment versus  the new  
population em ployment counts) is wedged or spread evenly  across the previous 11  

                                                 
3  Age data from the QCEW-BED program (http://www.bls.gov/bdm/us_age_naics_00_table2.txt) 
show that Et is 19.1% for establishments that are 1 year old, relative to 6.1% for all establishments, 
and Ct is 13.7% for establishments that are 1 year old, relative to 10.7% for all establishments.  
These are annual tabulations for the March 2008 – March 2009 reference period. 
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months of published estimates (previous year’s April thro ugh February of t he current 
benchmark year are subject to wedge period revisions) . This can be shown as follows: 
 
[1]  
 
Where: 

 

11            
10         
… …
1   

 

 
    = employment estimate for month t 

 = population employment for March 
    = benchmarked employment for month t 

 
In addition, the All E mployee estimates for months following a new March benchmark, 
from April throug h Decem ber of the benchm ark year, are projected forward using t he 
new benchmark level, th e original sam ple information, and  u pdated net b irth death  
adjustments. This April to Dece mber timefra me aft er a new March benchm ark is the  
projection period. 
 
After that po int, a new sample is introdu ced to link off the new  Dec ember p rojected 
employment levels (off of the new March benc hmark). This new sample is used through 
December of the following year whe n the benchmark cy cle begins anew. Thus, an 
estimate is subject to two benchmark revisions before it is “finalized” in the wedge period 
between two March benchmarks. For example, an estimate is first published using live 
sample in benchmark year X,  is  then projected (1 st revision due to benchmarking) using  
original sample information and new net birth death adjustments in benchmark year X+1, 
and finally wedged (2nd revision due to benchmarking) in benchmark year X+2. 
 
The chart bel ow depicts th e different CES estimation periods. Firs t published estimates 
are illustrated by the blue line in the gra ph below. The linear wedge period is represented 
by the red line. The pr ojection period is depicted b y the green line. After the 
benchmarking process i s complete, e stimates continue to be made on a monthly basis 
using a new sam ple. This final period – current esti mates p ublished on the new 
benchmark – is shown by the purple line.  
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4.1 Benchmarking CES expansion and contraction estimates 
As previously discussed, monthly CES-BED estimates cannot be directly benchmarked to 
the quarterly QCEW measure of expansions and contractions. However, we can maintain 
the alignment of the CES-BED estimates with the benchmarked CES All Employee (AE) 
estimates. M aintaining this alignment requires the use of two procedures: one for the  
wedge period and one for the projection period. 
 
For the wedge period, we must adjust each  month’s pre-benchmarked expa nsion and 
contraction CES-BED estimate to account fo r t he bench mark error. In addition,  the 
benchmark error for a given month should be distributed to the CES-BED co mponents 
proportional to the ori ginal distribution of employment for expans ions and co ntractions. 
If expansions and contractions were equal (in absolute value) for a given month, then the 
benchmark error for that m onth would be evenly  distributed to the original estimates  of 
expansions and contractio ns. For exa mple, suppos e that the b enchmark error was a 
monthly downward adjustment of 1,000 AE. If th e original expansions and contractions 
were 5,000 and -5,00 0 respectively , then expansions would be revised down by  500 to 
4,500 (1/2 of the downward 1,0 00 AE benchmark revision) and contractions would be 
lowered by  5 00 as well, from  -5,000 t o -5,50 0. No te that in this exam ple the su m o f 
contractions and expansions has been changed by the benchmark process from 0 to  
-1,000, as expected. 
 
Wedge period expansion and contraction benchmark difference adjusted estimates can be 
shown as: 
 

[2.1]   

 

[2.2]   

 
Where B = benchmarked 
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For the projection period the monthly BED estimates could be ben chmarked in the same 
manner the CES program  uses to benchmar k its women em ployee (WE) and production 
employee (PE) esti mates; these estimates are also not directly  obtained from  the QCEW 
program.  
 
CES women and pro duction employee estimates are revised to ne w benchmark levels b y 
maintaining t he same pro portion (or r atio) of women or pro duction employees to their 
corresponding all em ployee estimate before a nd after a benchmark. For exam ple, if 
April’s PE e stimate was 1,000 and April’ s pre-benchmarked or first publis hed All  
Employee estimate was 10,000, then production e mployees represent 10% of the All 
Employee estimate for April. This first published 10% PE ratio is kept and used to derive 
PE estimates for the next two bench marks. W ith the above exam ple, if the April AE 
estimate was revised down from 10,000 t o a bench marked 8,000 AE, then the  
benchmarked PE estimate for April would be  revised down from  1,000 to 800 (10% of 
8,000). 
 
For the pr ojection period , we can use this ratio concept to align CES-BED ex pansions 
and contractions with all employee estimates projected fro m the new bench mark level. 
The new benchmark level of employment is the only new information we have available 
during the p rojection period. Thus, t he onl y t ool we have av ailable is the ratio o f 
expansions and con tractions on pre-benchmarked levels of em ployment that can then be 
applied to th e newer benchmarked and projected  levels of em ployment. For example, if 
the newer b enchmarked level of em ployment were 10%  lower for a month in the  
projection pe riod, then  th e am ount of expans ions and contractio ns would also be 10%  
lower (in absolute value). 
 
For expansions and contractions this can be shown as: 
 

[3.1]    [3.2]   

 
Where P = adjusted for the Projection period 
 
Utilizing the two procedures described here, we expect to maintain the alignment of CES-
BED esti mates afte r benc hmarking; both for the wedge period estimates and for the 
projection period estimates.  
 

4. Results 
 
Simulated es timates for s everal y ears were cre ated and bench marked. The s imulated 
benchmarking process i ncluded both the we dge period (bench mark di fference) 
adjustment and the projection period (ratio) adjustment. 
 
Simulated estimates were developed for the March benchmarks from 2004 through 2009. 
That is, estimates fro m April 2003 t o Ma rch 2004 were summed to sim ulate the 2004 
benchmark. For the wedge periods, the monthly benchmark difference adjustment, 
described ab ove in equations 2.1 and 2.2, was applied to the original estimate s of  
expansions and contractions. While in practice the r atio adjust ment described above in  
equations 3.1  and 3.2 wo uld be applied to the original esti mates during the projection 
period, for simulation purposes we also applie d this method to the wedge period j ust to 
compare results between the two methods.  
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Applying the ratio adjustment, and appl ying the benchmark difference adjustment to the 
original estimates provided two sets of benchmarked expansion and contraction estimates 
for each month. These m onthly estim ates wer e then com pared to the original monthly 
level. The monthly esti mates were also summed across the 11 month benchmark period 
to obtain a n Over-The-Year (OTY) change  in  expansions and OTY change in 
contractions between first  published and final benchmark for each m ethod. These OTY 
expansions/contractions (first published and final benchmarked) could then be compared 
to the total all employee benchmark revision for each year.  
 
The tables below show the OTY differences of expansions and contractions between pre-
benchmarked and benchmarked changes using both the ratio and  difference methods for 
the wedge p eriod. Note that bot h ex pansion and contraction levels are si milar in 
magnitude for both methods. Method #1 adjusts exp ansion and contraction est imates to 
fully account for the benchmark error. Note that the two colu mns at the right end of the 
table show that the benchmark error was fully  dis tributed to the CES-BED estimates 
(except for so me minor roundi ng er ror). Method  #2, as exp ected, makes a minor 
adjustment to the estimates to account for a new all employee benchmark level. 

Method #1 benchmark difference adjustment on wedge period

March to 
March 

Benchmarked Difference PUBLISHED and BMK Benchmark 

expansions contracti ons net expansions contractions net Error 

2004-2005 34,209  -33,139 1,070 -87 -80 -167 -167 

2005-2006 36,353  -34,525 1,828 383 366 749 749 

2006-2007 35,085  -34,685 400 -121 -119 -240 -240 

2007-2008 34,704  -35,323 -619 -69 -69 -138 -138 

2008-2009 30,591  -37,255 -6,664 -430 -504 -934 -932 
 
Method #2 ratio adjustment (on wedge period for comparability)

March to March Benchmarked Difference PUBLISHED and BMK Benchmark 

expansions contracti ons net expansions contractions net Error 

2004-2005 34,303  -33,062 1,241 7 -3 4 -167 

2005-2006 36,060  -34,988 1,072 90 -97 -7 749 

2006-2007 35,320  -34,663 657 114 -97 17 -240 

2007-2008 34,692  -35,173 -481 -81 81 0 -138 

2008-2009 30,846  -36,535 -5,689 -175 216 41 -932 
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5. Conclusions 

 The tables above show the expected resu lts. The benchmark difference ad justment 
described in this paper fully distributes the benchm ark error during the wedge period. 
This method distributes that error proportional to th e original distributio n of expansions  
and contractions, resulting in estim ates of e xpansions and contr actions that r eflect the 
original sample-based estimates and the adju stment to account for the benchmark error. 
Most i mportantly, these benchmarked CES-BED estimates ar e in alignm ent with the  
benchmarked CES all employee estimates. 
 
The projection perio d ratio adjustm ent al so performed as ex pected, expanding or 
contracting t he originall y published  estim ates to account for n ew all em ployee levels  
imposed by the new benchmark value. 
 

6. Future Research 
 
There are  se veral res earch ite ms r emaining before we consider publishing these serie s. 
First, as mentioned earlier, the inclusion of em ployment fro m out-of-business 
establishments in the prior months all e mployee value induces a small bias in th e 
estimates. While this error com ponent is not la rge, it would be i deal to develop a m odel 
to account for it.  
 
A second project relat es specifically to the wedge period described in this paper. The 
wedge period estim ates would benefit from an added step (not s hown here) that would 
replace the e stimated net birth/death adjustments in the all e mployee estimates with the 
actual net birth/death values that can b e directly  ob tained fro m the populatio n for the 
wedge period. This added step  would elim inate this (usually  small) non-sampling error 
component from the estimates. Documenting the magnitude of this error co mponent and 
its elimination would be interesting. 
 
A final interesting project would be to develop procedures to produce seasonally adjusted 
estimates of expansions and contractions. Th is would facilitate economic an alysis of 
these estimates. 
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